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About This Game

The hit match-3 game is back! Join Boom and Zap on their fantasy adventure in Rescue Quest Gold, lovingly remastered as a
premium game with more levels, enhanced effects, and improved gameplay.

Play through 200+ levels of uninterrupted fun as you follow the road to Turnspell Academy and study to become a full-pledged
wizard! However, magic is slowly fading as the Spritelings steadily disappear. It’s up to the twin magicians Boom and Zap to

rescue the Spritelings and save the world from an evil sorcerer.

Match three or more tokens and clear a path while fulfilling level objectives: defeat enemies, overcome obstacles, collect keys,
or race your way to victory! Discover stunning combo spells and summon magical creatures to defeat unexpected foes in your

way.

Are you ready to embark on this magical quest? Save the world one spriteling at a time in Rescue Quest Gold!

Features

Choose between magical apprentices Boom and Zap

Match tokens to clear a path towards the Spritelings

Play over 200 levels across an epic, magical world
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Encounter various terrain obstacles and fight special enemies per region

Unlock powerups and learn magical spells as you progress

Complete quests to find keys, defeat bosses, or race against your rival

Available in 16 languages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian-Portuguese, Japanese, Korean,
Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Indonesian, Malay, Tagalog, Bisaya, Vietnamese, and Thai.

This special edition also includes:

Exclusive Expert difficulty levels

Unlockable costumes for Boom and Zap

Behind-the-scenes concept art

Beautiful desktop wallpapers

Downloadable soundtrack
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Title: Rescue Quest Gold
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Boomzap Entertainment
Publisher:
Boomzap Entertainment
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP1 or Windows 7/8/10 (Windows Update Recommended)

Processor: 1GHz or Faster

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 Compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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I am still unable to get this to work I can hear it running in the background but I can\u2019t see a picture of anything. I am
running Windows 10.
When I first installed it it would run a little bit but it was very jerky and now when I try to play it I can hear it running in the
background but it\u2019s not visible on the screen.
Please help.
Mack. no? why no??
cause the game is incomplete. 10\/10 would pick up socks again. Okay I really hope that this still have some developing to run
through as its right now garbage. BUT it does have room to be something great if the Dev's work in world and character
interactions. Being able to grab move objects would be amazing also maybe adding things. or a dancing game to face off against
the girls for the affections IDK. The potential is there but as this sit's its not worth 11.99. So wish I could get my money back!!!.
This updated version is fantastic. I remember playing the original, and this does a pretty good job of staying true to that version.
The graphics are up to date, and the gameplay is actually fun. As usual I wish we could avoid the need for crap like Uplay, but
as long as the game works I hardly care.. A point and click adventure game that started on the iPad but been ported to the PC
really well. Its a point and click puzzle/adventure game with a heavy music influence and it has among the best game
soundtracks I have heard so far. While not being the hardest game ever it is still challenging and has a lot of humour in it so
enjoyed all my time spent in it. Its a game I'd recommend pretty much everyone to at least try as is an experience I'd want to
share.

Mostly storyline achievements but some harder to find specific ones thrown in. I'd recommend a glance at a guide to find them
all as you could very easily miss a few of them. There are also two achievements tied to not altering the time while playing the
game (which makes sense once you have played the game) and one for....altering the time. Would recommend beating the game
while only using real time or in-game means to beat the game and get the time-altering achievement as your last thing.

Time to 100%: ~4½ hours. Let's cut to the chase: despite the charming aesthetic and the many flavorful references this game
has multiple problems:

  * Not particularly deep story or gameplay wise. * Quests are simplistic, repetitive and most often thinly guised kill X
amount of Y assignments. For many questions you choose yourself how many enemies you wish to engage in battle at
once which takes away the challenge. o * Easier quests are often unlocked by finishing harder ones. You might finish a
level 22 quest to unlock a level 9 quest which at that point is trivial. * The game is very grindy, repetitive and most
usefully stuff (including classes) is locked behind a gold grind.
All these points suddenly make sense when your consider that this game started out as an iOS title with **micro
transactions** which were since removed due player backlash. What you get is still a game designed around enticing
people into spending money to cut corners without actually being able to do that.. Lack of save points renders this game
"useless" for me I am afraid.. The software isn't even launching for me please have a look and fix it.. Admit it.

You only came here because you wanted to see if "Overwhelmingly Negative" existed.
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Not happy with the undead DLC.
It seems the idea is your troops die ALOT! They do come back easyer then the other factions tho.
No heals, no troops with good armor. Just sad. This game is just a great exercise in running around in circles and accomplishing
nothing.
Boring or tedious with very little in the way of excitement.. Oh hi, me again, telling you why your 3.99 could be spent better
buying a razor to shave a rather hairy baby with, than giving to Kalypso.

See, the shaved baby is funny, and interesting. This DLC is not. This DLC is boring.

What's it add? Nothing. Nothing because all the files are actually already on the game, you downloaded them already. It simply
unlocks them.

What's it unlock?

More nothing. A scenario that is easy to do (make new DLC building, Make cows, wait...win!)

A hat

And a New Factory!! Oh boy!

But wait, it's a factory in the early game. You can't actually educate citizens to be High School level (which a factory needs) in
the first era anyway. So you can't really build more than one, or really set up a massive cheese island until later on when you
have access to considerably better industries.

So what's the point even.

What's funny is that the "Quick Dry" DLC for tropico 4 is very similar. It added a low tier factory that was esentially self
sufficient. However, unlike that DLC, this doesn't actually help your island early on as it sucks up High School educated
workers away from more important building. If you plan on having a Professional army in the next era, you'll be rudely
awakened to how valuable High School education is.

Great job Kalypso.

Alas, this is the last review I can do on Tropico 5 DLC. At this point, giving them more money, even at a sale price, I feel is
worse that giving them Honest reviews telling people not to buy them.. I love this game! I am so sad because I cannot finish it.
My game is glitching at the puzzle in the "upside down labrynth" when I am doing the object search. There seems to be no key
to open the chest to get the necklace. I have watched a walkthrough for the game, and my game just doesn't have the key to
open to chest. Looks like I can't complete this game that I paid for... and I was really loving it too.. This game is not finished and
does not work properly. Boring and repetative.
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